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1.	 The reflectance spectra of most hydrothermally altered rocks are
characterized by broad ferric-iron absorption banes short of 1.1 ;gym
.:n
CO and a sharper hydroxyl Land near 2.2 wm; m eir.:u., reflectance occurs
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C4 In W -4 1.6 um.	 `these features uecoi-.e more prominent as albedo increases.
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z ^4 W 4.	 Preliminary analysis of PTASA 2 ,1-charnel images for two contrasting
sites shows, as indicated by ,:r:A sis of the field spectra, that color-
at io co nvositr ima,;cs using 1.6/2.2 ;:m as one color and ratites of
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shorter wavelength bands for the other two colors are highly ef.fectivt..
for distinguishing between limonitic unaltered and limonitic roc;;s and
for detecting iron-deficient hydrated altered rocks. '17o:% im.portance
F the 1.6/2.2 am ratio ima •3e results from the gc:ic:ral absence of the
2.2 um hvdroxyl band in unaltered rocks and the i:ersistence of this
band in altered rocks.
S. Comparison of the respective estimated costs of using the D;SS
color-ratio composite images and conve n tional field methods for mapping
hydrothermally altered roc'.•:s suggests that a 10:1 benefit can be
obtained for l rge well-exposed areas ,.here limonitic altered ricks
are widespread and limonitic unaltered rocks are not cu.;.non. The benefit
declines sharply as the abundances of limonitic unaltered rocks and
iron-poor altered reeks increases. 'he availability of spectral infor-
mation in the 1.6 t m and 2.2 ;:m regions w , ,uld restore the above
mentioned benefit. T'ze coat benefit declines as the size of the male
area decreases. Ilowever, continuously rising manpoo:er and field-
operating cost:; work to tho advantage of the MSS approach. higher
spatial resolution would also increase the cost benefit.
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